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    Profile Shape
Beam Width  Beam Height            Channel Width     Channel Height
   
Strip/Plate Width    
Strip/Plate Thickness
         
HSS Tube
   
    
Angle

  

4" (101 mm)
4" (101 mm)

    3" ( 76 mm) 
1.25" (32 mm)         4" (101 mm)      0.25" (6.3 mm)     2" x 2"      (51 x 51 mm)         2" x 2"        (51 x 51 mm)

  48" (1219 mm)*
 17" (432 mm) 

   36" (914 mm)
  4" (101 mm)          36" (914 mm)
1.25" (32 mm)          24"  x 16"     (609 x 406 mm)         8" x 8" (203 x 203 mm)

Minimum Maximum

Material CapacityMaterial Capacity
Part Length: a standard system accommodates 40 foot 
lengths. Can increase up to 80 feet by increments of 4 feet 
at a time.

Material Thickness: max pierce thickness is 1.25 inch (32 
mm); upgrade available to 2 inch (51 mm).  Edge start max 
thickness is 2 inch, or 3 inch (76 mm) as upgrade.

Unmatched Accuracy:  PythonX cuts parts within 1/32" 
( ~ 1 mm) tolerance over the length of the part. The actual 
part tolerance is often tighter, as positional repeatability 
of the cutting robot is 12 times more precise at 0.0026" 
(0.07 mm) accuracy.

* 36" (914 mm) is standard and most popular size. 48" is an upgrade.

 Burlington Automation Burlington Automation
Our Commitments

3 year Warranty

Fastest Delivery - Typically 4 - 8 weeks depending on   
options chosen.

We equip all PythonX systems with intelligent 
troubleshooting features:
• The PC-based control allows us to troubleshoot issues remotely 

and solve them 'over the phone.' 
• With Remote Access we see the machine diagnostics, 

conduct 'live chat' with your operators - even control the 
machine! 

Although rare, in the event repair is needed, we offer '24/7' 
access to service specialists through our  product support 
hotline, same-day replacement part shipment, and 
immediate dispatch of electrical and mechanical service 
technicians. For details, please visit:

Burlington Automation is a builder of custom automation 
solutions for manufacturers around the world, as well as a 
recognized innovator in metal fabrication machinery, 
tube finishing equipment and material handling systems. 
Our engineers specialize in CNC automation, motion 
control, robotics, traditional cutting tool technology and  
advanced plasma cutting technology.  

Our years of working with structural steel fabricators to 
'find a better way,' led to the development of the 
PythonX system. In fact, we manufactured quality beam 
drilling lines until it was clear that PythonX would make 
drill lines obsolete.

  WWW.PYTHONX.COM

BURLINGTON AUTOMATION
63 Innovation Drive
Hamilton, Ontario  

Canada   L9H 7L8

Tel:  905 - 689 - 7771
Fax: 905 - 689 - 7773
info@pythonx.com

LINCOLN ELECTRIC
22800 Saint Clair Ave
Cleveland, OH 
USA  44117



 WHAT IF YOU COULD . . . WHAT IF YOU COULD . . .

 You Can With  PythonX

Automate your entire shop - not just parts of it - by replacing up to 7 fabricating machines 
with one machine that performs all the same functions,
Eliminate up to 80% of material handling normally associated with fabricating,
Buy a single flexible machine that can grow your business, yet pay for itself in a year's time,
Do it all in less space than is required by a large bandsaw. 

More than a machine, PythonX is a whole new way to think about structural steel fabrication. It's the 
marriage of advanced CNC robotics to high-definition plasma cutting, equipped with software so 
sophisticated it programs all the cuts by itself.

Sound complicated? It's actually very simple - certainly simpler than the way you're fabricating now.  

Let us show you . . .

321 Open a dstv part file (from TEKLA, 
SDS/2,  StruCAD, ProSTEEL and 
others) or an AutoCAD drawing on 
the PythonX  operator station.

4 5 Completed, fabricated and 
marked parts are shuttled out 
of the work envelope to the 
outfeed conveyor for transfer 
to fitup, welding and painting. 

Robot probes workpiece to 
determine exact position & 
dimensions. Cut paths automatically 
adjust to 'actual' dimensions.  
Plasma torch cuts all holes, copes 
slots, cut-to-length & other required 
features. 

Load the workpiece - beam, 
channel,  square tube, angle, 
plate, etc. on the infeed conveyor.  
The measuring cart shuttles the work 
piece into the work envelope.

PythonX then identifies all 
the features and dimensions 
required and generates the cut 
sequence necessary to produce 
the full part.

OBSTACLE to
Becoming LEAN

WAITING Variations in experience, work 
pace, attendance, etc., makes  
inconsistent workflow. Workers wait 
for product, tools, and preceding 
operation to finish.

Drill lines makes holes fast, but 
then you wait for a bandsaw, 
coping torch, etc., plus wait on 
material handling. Waiting ties up 
working capital.

All operations completed 
on one machine, no 
waiting. Idle time is virtually 
eliminated. Lowest cost    
per ton. 

If productive assets, labor 
or equipment, sit idle, your
cost per ton goes up.

SPACE Excess inventory plus transporting  
workpieces from station to station 
takes more space for a given 
output. This adds to fixed cost and 
overhead.

A drill line needs a lot of space to 
produce only bolt holes.  
Additional space is also required 
to cut, cope, bevel, etc., and 
transfer material.

PythonX does all operations 
in 20% of the space needed 
by 'traditional' machines for 
the same tasks. 

Space needed for multiple
work centers, handling and
WIP drives up cost per ton.

OVERHEAD High 'non-direct' costs from 
training, moving material, 
managing cutting tools, fixing 
errors, larger - than - needed 
workspace and more employees.

A drill line overproduces beams 
which then go to slower manual 
processes. This leads to problems 
of inventory, storage, waiting and 
double handling.   

Less space, waste, handling, 
inventory, waiting. No cutting 
tools, little training means 
super-low overhead.

Any use of time, space or
labor that fails to add value
drives up cost per ton.

WASTE Human error - misreading 
drawings, bad measurements, skill 
level - makes manual fabrication 
fraught with error, inspection, 
rework and back charges.

Holes get drilled correctly, but 
copes, cutouts, scribing, etc., 
require manual layout and 
cutting, so chance of errors,
rejects, rework remains high. 

Layout, cut instructions 
come direct from detailing 
software.  Errors eliminated, 
no material or effort is 
wasted. 

Mistakes drive up cost per
ton, whether from rejected
parts, rework, inspection.

INVENTORY Manual fabrication is slow, so 
many beams or other pieces 
have to be worked on at the 
same time, requiring more 
inventory and more space. 

A drill line produces big quantities 
of partly finished beams (holes 
and cut - to - length), that 
accumulate as work- in-process 
(WIP) at slower processes.

One machine for all cuts, so 
raw beam  enters PythonX, 
then exits to fitup & welding. 
No WIP accumulates. 

Bottlenecks and waiting
drive up work-in-process,
so cost per ton goes up.

But if you pay about the same as your competitor for steel 
and labor, how do you get to lowest cost per ton?

You Get LEAN.  PythonX is the Lean Machine that lets you 
do more with less:

In structural steel fabrication, the Lowest Cost 
Per Ton Producer usually wins. 

Less Waste
Less Space

Less Inventory
Less Waiting

Every feature shown
made in a single pass by PythonX.

MANUAL FAB BEAM DRILL LINE
FABRICATION WITH A

Designed from the ground up to help fabricators win at 
LEAN Manufacturing, PythonX slashes inventory, idle time, 
labor, waste and material handling compared to 
traditional structural fabrication . . .

Less Overhead

 LEAN MANUFACTURING = LOW COST/TON

"Yea, we looked at traditional 
drilling lines, but there was just no 
comparison. PythonX can perform 
so many more functions on one 
machine. It's the machine for us." 

"So you just click 'File/Open', 
choose the drawing file of the part 
you want to fabricate and that's it? 
The machine is programmed? 
That can't be it . . . that's so simple!" 

"I put the piece on the infeed 
conveyor, press start - I don't even pay 
attention to what happens in there - 
and out comes a perfect finished 
part that goes directly to fitup."

 LEAN MANUFACTURING = LOW COST/TON

  - Structural Fabricator, Ontario   - Structural Fabricator, Oregon   - Structural Fabricator, Ontario

NEW FEATURE

4-side Tube Cutting
Single robot cuts the underside of 
square or rectangular tubes and 
processes all 4 sides in 1 pass 
error free.
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 Efficient Production = Fast Payback Efficient Production = Fast Payback

Fast Payback

The payback period of any piece of equipment is based on its utilization.

  + High Utilization 
  + Efficient Production
   - Mistakes
   - Handling

Are your orders perfectly matched to your production 
capacity? Of course not - every job is different. Some 
work stations and machines are starved for work.  
Others become a bottleneck.

PythonX versatility breaks the bottleneck. Start out 
running beams. When you finish beams, you run 
channel. When that's done, run HSS or angle. If there's 
steel in your shop, there's work for PythonX. It's the 
machine that's always busy, so it's the one that pays 
back fast.

Fast and efficient.  For a typical structural steel shop's 
product mix, PythonX spends, on average, just one 
fifth of the total time needed by traditional fabrication 
methods to fabricate each piece.  Less time spent per 
piece means higher margin and faster payback.  

Plus, with no manual measuring, markup or operator 
programming, downtime between parts is minimized, 
so PythonX keeps producing without a break.

Eliminate non-value-added activity.  Material 
handling doesn't add value to the workpiece. Why not 
minimize it?

PythonX eliminates up to 80% of the lifting, flipping and 
shuttling of pieces between work centers that you 
probably do today. With PythonX, time and labor goes to 
fabricating steel, not moving it around your shop.

Eliminate Mistakes.  Go direct from detailing software to 
perfect parts. PythonX automatically generates the cut 
path sequences and produces the complete part, 
eliminating costly human errors in layout marking,  
programming, and cutting/drilling.  

It's pinpoint torch positioning puts features exactly 
where they need to be. Cuts are referenced from 
datums on the top, bottom or center of a workpiece so 
they're right on spec, even if the workpiece is 
cambered, bent or otherwise deviates.

PythonX's versatility makes it the industry's 
highest utilization  fabrication equipment.

"We've increased our overall 
production by 100% since we got 
PythonX. Now we do double the work 
with the same number of employees 
and the same floorspace"

"Some of our competitors do not 
bid on jobs if we are on the bidder's 
list because they know we have a 
PythonX. They think bidding on the 
job will just be a waste of time." 

"Thank you for developing this 
machine - don't know why everyone 
doesn't have one.  It gives me a big 
advantage in bidding new work and 
changed how I run my business." 

  - Structural Fabricator, California      - Structural Fabricator, Ontario   - Structural Fabricator, California

Layout Marks Cut-to-Length, End Squareup Notches & Cutouts

*Patented Process

Copes

Weld Prep
Bevel Angles

Slots and Holes (up to 24" OD)Slots for Bracing Connections Text Scribing

Complete
Stair Stringers

Miter Cut-to-Length

Split I Beams
Into T Beams

AISC Approved
Structural Bolt Holes

with NO TAPER*

 Compare Beam Machines

SINGLE SPINDLE

BEAM DRILL LINE

THREE SPINDLE

BEAM DRILL LINE

WITH BAND SAWMachine Capability
Produces Quality Bolt Holes

(Approved for Structural Joints) YES
  

2”
  

Limited

YES
  

2”
  

Limited

YES
     

24”+
  

Maximum Hole Diameter   

Produce Layout Marks 
for Clips & Stiffeners

  Downloads from Design 
/ Detailing Software

(TEKLA, SDS/2, StruCAD, 
ProSTEEL, AUTOCAD)

  Time to Cut-to-Length 
one W24x100

  Automatic Part Handling 
(set it and forget it)

  
Cut Copes with CNC Accuracy 

  
Make Cutouts for Bracing 

& Knife Connections
  

Text Scribing (any size)
  

Fabricate Complete 
Stair Stringers

(including Tread Layout)
  

Miter Cut
   

Cut Slots & Any Other Shapes
  

Weld Prep Bevel Cut
  

Rip I-Beams into T-Beams
  

Tool Change Required
  

Production Speed
  

Price

   
YES

   

   
YES

   

     
YES

any shape

   
YES

   

Incapable 5 minutes 1 min 15 sec

Need to flip
part manually

YES YES

   Incapable    Incapable   YES  

Incapable Incapable YES

Incapable Incapable YES

Incapable Incapable YES

Incapable Costly Option YES

Incapable Incapable YES

Incapable Incapable YES

Incapable Incapable YES

Yes Yes NEVER

Slow Fast Fast

Lowest Highest Mid Range

 Compare Beam Machines
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A

B

C

D E F

 AN ENTIRE FABRICATION SHOP IN A SINGLE MACHINE AN ENTIRE FABRICATION SHOP IN A SINGLE MACHINE

A single PythonX system replaces all of this traditional 
fabrication equipment:

What's more, with PythonX there's no cutting tool or blade 
investment, no cutting fluids, no time lost changing out cutting 
tools and no piles of chips/shavings.

The Rule of 5
Buying all this traditional equipment and linking it together with 
conveyors and cross transfers would cost 5 times as much as a 
PythonX.  It would then take up 5 times as much space as a 
PythonX.  It would take 5 operators to run these machines, and 
the total time and effort spent on fabricating and handling each 
piece would still be 5 times more than with PythonX.

.  Beam Drill Line.  Bandsaw.  Coping Machine  
 /Coping Torch

The Measuring Cart travels  the length 
of infeed conveyor, keeping track of 
the exact position of the workpiece  
and relaying this information to the 
robot before cutting begins.  

PythonX Operator Control is a 
touchscreen industrial PC that issues all 
commands, displays all status/alarm 
messages.  It can be networked for 
download of part detail files and 
remote diagnostics/troubleshooting.    

The 6-axis Robotic Arm has the 
accuracy and versatility to cut/cope 
intricate shapes, yet it is rugged 
enough for harsh usage like 24/7 auto  
assembly/welding. Its best-in-class 
repeatability gives you pinpoint 
verification of cut feature location.

The High Definition  Cutting Torch and 
Power Supply gives a 'laser-like' cut 
quality at top speeds and briefest 
pause between cuts. Gas control is fully 
automatic, requiring no operator input.

Optional Cross Transfers are supplied   
as either a heavy duty drag type or 
lift-and-carry type. They accumulate 
and transfer material for Infeed and 
Outfeed conveyors. A cross transfer 
group (4 or more units) is driven by        
a single AC motor using a common    
line shaft.  

 The Infeed and Outfeed Conveyors use 
4" rollers on heavy duty frames.   
They're chain-driven by variable speed 
drive for reliable conveyance of 
material.  Standard lengths of 40' can 
be extended up to 80' in 4' increments. 

.  Angle Line.  Plate/Bar Line.  Marking Machine

 AND BECAUSE TIME  REALLY IS MONEY . . . 
The 'Rule of 5'  is seen in the fabrication of a W16 x 31 beam, key 
sections of which are shown bellow :

6 minutes 47 seconds. 
That's the time it took PythonX to 
make all these features, start       
to finish.
And make them perfectly  -  with 
unmatched location accuracy.

. 13 Bolt Holes

. 3 Slots

. 3 Copes 

. Web Trim

. 9 Letter Piece      
  Marks 

How does traditional 
fabrication compare? 
Not too well.  Considering  time 
needed for reading the drawing, 
measuring/marking the piece, 
and actually making the cuts, this 
same beam took 82 minutes in a 
shop using a combination CNC 
drill line/bandsaw unit and 
manual coping/torching. It took 
two hours in an all-manual shop. 
And in those cases, time to move 
the beam between operations 
wasn't counted in the total. 

MANUAL FAB

PYTHONX 

 BANDSAW
DRILL LINE + 

Drill, Saw
Torch, Mark

Total
Time

Layout Cuts
on Beam

Read Drawing,
Plan Cuts

12.4

6.3

0

42

23

0

+

+

+

+

+

+

=

=

=

65

52.4

6.8

119.4 min.

81.7 min.

6.8 min.

HOW LONG TO FABRICATE THIS BEAM IN YOUR SHOP ?

. Miter Cut/Trim

. Flange Notch

. 2 Flush Flange Cuts 

. 4 Layout Marks

The table bellow shows where time was consumed.  Or, with PythonX, 
where it was saved.

A

F

EC

B
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 Efficient Production = Fast Payback Efficient Production = Fast Payback

Fast Payback

The payback period of any piece of equipment is based on its utilization.

  + High Utilization 
  + Efficient Production
   - Mistakes
   - Handling

Are your orders perfectly matched to your production 
capacity? Of course not - every job is different. Some 
work stations and machines are starved for work.  
Others become a bottleneck.

PythonX versatility breaks the bottleneck. Start out 
running beams. When you finish beams, you run 
channel. When that's done, run HSS or angle. If there's 
steel in your shop, there's work for PythonX. It's the 
machine that's always busy, so it's the one that pays 
back fast.

Fast and efficient.  For a typical structural steel shop's 
product mix, PythonX spends, on average, just one 
fifth of the total time needed by traditional fabrication 
methods to fabricate each piece.  Less time spent per 
piece means higher margin and faster payback.  

Plus, with no manual measuring, markup or operator 
programming, downtime between parts is minimized, 
so PythonX keeps producing without a break.

Eliminate non-value-added activity.  Material 
handling doesn't add value to the workpiece. Why not 
minimize it?

PythonX eliminates up to 80% of the lifting, flipping and 
shuttling of pieces between work centers that you 
probably do today. With PythonX, time and labor goes to 
fabricating steel, not moving it around your shop.

Eliminate Mistakes.  Go direct from detailing software to 
perfect parts. PythonX automatically generates the cut 
path sequences and produces the complete part, 
eliminating costly human errors in layout marking,  
programming, and cutting/drilling.  

It's pinpoint torch positioning puts features exactly 
where they need to be. Cuts are referenced from 
datums on the top, bottom or center of a workpiece so 
they're right on spec, even if the workpiece is 
cambered, bent or otherwise deviates.

PythonX's versatility makes it the industry's 
highest utilization  fabrication equipment.

"We've increased our overall 
production by 100% since we got 
PythonX. Now we do double the work 
with the same number of employees 
and the same floorspace"

"Some of our competitors do not 
bid on jobs if we are on the bidder's 
list because they know we have a 
PythonX. They think bidding on the 
job will just be a waste of time." 

"Thank you for developing this 
machine - don't know why everyone 
doesn't have one.  It gives me a big 
advantage in bidding new work and 
changed how I run my business." 

  - Structural Fabricator, California      - Structural Fabricator, Ontario   - Structural Fabricator, California

Layout Marks Cut-to-Length, End Squareup Notches & Cutouts

*Patented Process

Copes

Weld Prep
Bevel Angles

Slots and Holes (up to 24" OD)Slots for Bracing Connections Text Scribing

Complete
Stair Stringers

Miter Cut-to-Length

Split I Beams
Into T Beams

AISC Approved
Structural Bolt Holes

with NO TAPER*

 Compare Beam Machines

SINGLE SPINDLE

BEAM DRILL LINE

THREE SPINDLE

BEAM DRILL LINE

WITH BAND SAWMachine Capability
Produces Quality Bolt Holes

(Approved for Structural Joints) YES
  

2”
  

Limited

YES
  

2”
  

Limited

YES
     

24”+
  

Maximum Hole Diameter   

Produce Layout Marks 
for Clips & Stiffeners

  Downloads from Design 
/ Detailing Software

(TEKLA, SDS/2, StruCAD, 
ProSTEEL, AUTOCAD)

  Time to Cut-to-Length 
one W24x100

  Automatic Part Handling 
(set it and forget it)

  
Cut Copes with CNC Accuracy 

  
Make Cutouts for Bracing 

& Knife Connections
  

Text Scribing (any size)
  

Fabricate Complete 
Stair Stringers

(including Tread Layout)
  

Miter Cut
   

Cut Slots & Any Other Shapes
  

Weld Prep Bevel Cut
  

Rip I-Beams into T-Beams
  

Tool Change Required
  

Production Speed
  

Price

   
YES

   

   
YES

   

     
YES

any shape

   
YES

   

Incapable 5 minutes 1 min 15 sec

Need to flip
part manually

YES YES

   Incapable    Incapable   YES  

Incapable Incapable YES

Incapable Incapable YES

Incapable Incapable YES

Incapable Costly Option YES

Incapable Incapable YES

Incapable Incapable YES

Incapable Incapable YES

Yes Yes NEVER

Slow Fast Fast

Lowest Highest Mid Range

 Compare Beam Machines
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 WHAT IF YOU COULD . . . WHAT IF YOU COULD . . .

 You Can With  PythonX

Automate your entire shop - not just parts of it - by replacing up to 7 fabricating machines 
with one machine that performs all the same functions,
Eliminate up to 80% of material handling normally associated with fabricating,
Buy a single flexible machine that can grow your business, yet pay for itself in a year's time,
Do it all in less space than is required by a large bandsaw. 

More than a machine, PythonX is a whole new way to think about structural steel fabrication. It's the 
marriage of advanced CNC robotics to high-definition plasma cutting, equipped with software so 
sophisticated it programs all the cuts by itself.

Sound complicated? It's actually very simple - certainly simpler than the way you're fabricating now.  

Let us show you . . .

321 Open a dstv part file (from TEKLA, 
SDS/2,  StruCAD, ProSTEEL and 
others) or an AutoCAD drawing on 
the PythonX  operator station.

4 5 Completed, fabricated and 
marked parts are shuttled out 
of the work envelope to the 
outfeed conveyor for transfer 
to fitup, welding and painting. 

Robot probes workpiece to 
determine exact position & 
dimensions. Cut paths automatically 
adjust to 'actual' dimensions.  
Plasma torch cuts all holes, copes 
slots, cut-to-length & other required 
features. 

Load the workpiece - beam, 
channel,  square tube, angle, 
plate, etc. on the infeed conveyor.  
The measuring cart shuttles the work 
piece into the work envelope.

PythonX then identifies all 
the features and dimensions 
required and generates the cut 
sequence necessary to produce 
the full part.

OBSTACLE to
Becoming LEAN

WAITING Variations in experience, work 
pace, attendance, etc., makes  
inconsistent workflow. Workers wait 
for product, tools, and preceding 
operation to finish.

Drill lines makes holes fast, but 
then you wait for a bandsaw, 
coping torch, etc., plus wait on 
material handling. Waiting ties up 
working capital.

All operations completed 
on one machine, no 
waiting. Idle time is virtually 
eliminated. Lowest cost    
per ton. 

If productive assets, labor 
or equipment, sit idle, your
cost per ton goes up.

SPACE Excess inventory plus transporting  
workpieces from station to station 
takes more space for a given 
output. This adds to fixed cost and 
overhead.

A drill line needs a lot of space to 
produce only bolt holes.  
Additional space is also required 
to cut, cope, bevel, etc., and 
transfer material.

PythonX does all operations 
in 20% of the space needed 
by 'traditional' machines for 
the same tasks. 

Space needed for multiple
work centers, handling and
WIP drives up cost per ton.

OVERHEAD High 'non-direct' costs from 
training, moving material, 
managing cutting tools, fixing 
errors, larger - than - needed 
workspace and more employees.

A drill line overproduces beams 
which then go to slower manual 
processes. This leads to problems 
of inventory, storage, waiting and 
double handling.   

Less space, waste, handling, 
inventory, waiting. No cutting 
tools, little training means 
super-low overhead.

Any use of time, space or
labor that fails to add value
drives up cost per ton.

WASTE Human error - misreading 
drawings, bad measurements, skill 
level - makes manual fabrication 
fraught with error, inspection, 
rework and back charges.

Holes get drilled correctly, but 
copes, cutouts, scribing, etc., 
require manual layout and 
cutting, so chance of errors,
rejects, rework remains high. 

Layout, cut instructions 
come direct from detailing 
software.  Errors eliminated, 
no material or effort is 
wasted. 

Mistakes drive up cost per
ton, whether from rejected
parts, rework, inspection.

INVENTORY Manual fabrication is slow, so 
many beams or other pieces 
have to be worked on at the 
same time, requiring more 
inventory and more space. 

A drill line produces big quantities 
of partly finished beams (holes 
and cut - to - length), that 
accumulate as work- in-process 
(WIP) at slower processes.

One machine for all cuts, so 
raw beam  enters PythonX, 
then exits to fitup & welding. 
No WIP accumulates. 

Bottlenecks and waiting
drive up work-in-process,
so cost per ton goes up.

But if you pay about the same as your competitor for steel 
and labor, how do you get to lowest cost per ton?

You Get LEAN.  PythonX is the Lean Machine that lets you 
do more with less:

In structural steel fabrication, the Lowest Cost 
Per Ton Producer usually wins. 

Less Waste
Less Space

Less Inventory
Less Waiting

Every feature shown
made in a single pass by PythonX.

MANUAL FAB BEAM DRILL LINE
FABRICATION WITH A

Designed from the ground up to help fabricators win at 
LEAN Manufacturing, PythonX slashes inventory, idle time, 
labor, waste and material handling compared to 
traditional structural fabrication . . .

Less Overhead

 LEAN MANUFACTURING = LOW COST/TON

"Yea, we looked at traditional 
drilling lines, but there was just no 
comparison. PythonX can perform 
so many more functions on one 
machine. It's the machine for us." 

"So you just click 'File/Open', 
choose the drawing file of the part 
you want to fabricate and that's it? 
The machine is programmed? 
That can't be it . . . that's so simple!" 

"I put the piece on the infeed 
conveyor, press start - I don't even pay 
attention to what happens in there - 
and out comes a perfect finished 
part that goes directly to fitup."

 LEAN MANUFACTURING = LOW COST/TON

  - Structural Fabricator, Ontario   - Structural Fabricator, Oregon   - Structural Fabricator, Ontario

NEW FEATURE

4-side Tube Cutting
Single robot cuts the underside of 
square or rectangular tubes and 
processes all 4 sides in 1 pass 
error free.
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  STRUCTURAL STEEL
      FABRICATION    

  REINVENTED 

  STRUCTURAL STEEL
      FABRICATION    

  REINVENTED 

    Profile Shape
Beam Width  Beam Height            Channel Width     Channel Height
   
Strip/Plate Width    
Strip/Plate Thickness
         
HSS Tube
   
    
Angle

  

4" (101 mm)
4" (101 mm)

    3" ( 76 mm) 
1.25" (32 mm)         4" (101 mm)      0.25" (6.3 mm)     2" x 2"      (51 x 51 mm)         2" x 2"        (51 x 51 mm)

  48" (1219 mm)*
 17" (432 mm) 

   36" (914 mm)
  4" (101 mm)          36" (914 mm)
1.25" (32 mm)          24"  x 16"     (609 x 406 mm)         8" x 8" (203 x 203 mm)

Minimum Maximum

Material CapacityMaterial Capacity
Part Length: a standard system accommodates 40 foot 
lengths. Can increase up to 80 feet by increments of 4 feet 
at a time.

Material Thickness: max pierce thickness is 1.25 inch (32 
mm); upgrade available to 2 inch (51 mm).  Edge start max 
thickness is 2 inch, or 3 inch (76 mm) as upgrade.

Unmatched Accuracy:  PythonX cuts parts within 1/32" 
( ~ 1 mm) tolerance over the length of the part. The actual 
part tolerance is often tighter, as positional repeatability 
of the cutting robot is 12 times more precise at 0.0026" 
(0.07 mm) accuracy.

* 36" (914 mm) is standard and most popular size. 48" is an upgrade.

 Burlington Automation Burlington Automation
Our Commitments

3 year Warranty

Fastest Delivery - Typically 4 - 8 weeks depending on   
options chosen.

We equip all PythonX systems with intelligent 
troubleshooting features:
• The PC-based control allows us to troubleshoot issues remotely 

and solve them 'over the phone.' 
• With Remote Access we see the machine diagnostics, 

conduct 'live chat' with your operators - even control the 
machine! 

Although rare, in the event repair is needed, we offer '24/7' 
access to service specialists through our  product support 
hotline, same-day replacement part shipment, and 
immediate dispatch of electrical and mechanical service 
technicians. For details, please visit:

Burlington Automation is a builder of custom automation 
solutions for manufacturers around the world, as well as a 
recognized innovator in metal fabrication machinery, 
tube finishing equipment and material handling systems. 
Our engineers specialize in CNC automation, motion 
control, robotics, traditional cutting tool technology and  
advanced plasma cutting technology.  

Our years of working with structural steel fabricators to 
'find a better way,' led to the development of the 
PythonX system. In fact, we manufactured quality beam 
drilling lines until it was clear that PythonX would make 
drill lines obsolete.

  WWW.PYTHONX.COM

BURLINGTON AUTOMATION
63 Innovation Drive
Hamilton, Ontario  

Canada   L9H 7L8

Tel:  905 - 689 - 7771
Fax: 905 - 689 - 7773
info@pythonx.com

LINCOLN ELECTRIC
22800 Saint Clair Ave
Cleveland, OH 
USA  44117


